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Abstract
Commonsense is defined as the knowledge
that is shared by everyone. However, certain
types of commonsense knowledge are correlated with culture and geographic locations
and they are only shared locally. For example, the scenarios of wedding ceremonies
vary across regions due to different customs
influenced by historical and religious factors.
Such regional characteristics, however, are
generally omitted in prior work. In this
paper, we construct a Geo-Diverse Visual
Commonsense Reasoning dataset (GD-VCR)
to test vision-and-language models’ ability to
understand cultural and geo-location-specific
commonsense. In particular, we study two
state-of-the-art Vision-and-Language models,
VisualBERT and ViLBERT trained on VCR,
a standard multimodal commonsense benchmark with images primarily from Western regions. We then evaluate how well the trained
models can generalize to answering the questions in GD-VCR. We find that the performance of both models for non-Western regions
including East Asia, South Asia, and Africa
is significantly lower than that for Western
region. We analyze the reasons behind the
performance disparity and find that the performance gap is larger on QA pairs that: 1)
are concerned with culture-related scenarios,
e.g., weddings, religious activities, and festivals; 2) require high-level geo-diverse commonsense reasoning rather than low-order perception and recognition. Dataset and code
are released at https://github.com/
WadeYin9712/GD-VCR.

1

Introduction

that this woman is attending a wedding and likely
to be the bride.
Recently, the field of commonsense reasoning
is progressing with the development of large-scale
benchmark datasets (Zellers et al., 2018; Talmor
et al., 2019), intended to cover a wide range of
commonsense knowledge, such as physical interactions (Bisk et al., 2020), social conventions (Sap
et al., 2019), and commonsense grounded in vision
(Zellers et al., 2019).
However, existing benchmarks are often composed by data from sources in certain regions
(e.g., Western movies) and overlook the differences
across groups in different regions1 due to factors
including cultural differences. In the aforementioned wedding example, while brides are usually
in white in Western weddings, they often wear red
and their faces are covered with a red cloth in traditional Chinese weddings. If a model is unaware
of regional characteristics or incapable of capturing the nuanced regional characteristics, it leads
to a disparity in performance across different regions (Acharya et al., 2020). This motivates us to
study how well a model trained on existing commonsense annotations can generalize to tasks requiring commonsense beyond Western regions.
In this paper, we mainly focus on regional commonsense with visual scenes. As shown in Figure 1, the three images all describe a wedding but
the dresses of the grooms and brides are different, reflecting the regional characteristics of the
wedding scenario. In this paper, we introduce a
new evaluation benchmark, Geo-Diverse Visual
Commonsense Reasoning (GD-VCR), following
the settings of the visual commonsense reasoning
(VCR) task (Zellers et al., 2019). VCR consists
of multiple-choice questions paired with images

Commonsense reasoning endows machines with
high-level reasoning ability to understand situa1
tions with implicit commonsense knowledge. SupDue to resource constraints, we use regions as a proxy to
evaluate commonsense among different groups. We note that
pose that there is a scene where a woman is wearing
groups of individuals in the same region may have different
a bridal gown at a party. An ideal AI system with
beliefs, cultures, and behaviors. Please see discussion in the
commonsense knowledge should be able to infer
section of Ethical Considerations.
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West

East Asia

South Asia

Question: What are [person3] and
[person4] participating in?

Question: What are [person1] and
[person2] participating in?

Question: What are [person1] and
[person2] participating in?

- A. ......
- B. They are in a wedding.
- C. ......
- D. ......

- A. ......
- B. They are in a wedding.
- C. ......
- D. ......

- A. ......
- B. They are in a wedding.
- C. ......
- D. ......

Figure 1: Examples in GD-VCR. The three images are all about weddings but from different regions (left-toright order: Western, East Asian, South Asian). Current Vision-and-Language models perform well on answering
questions about Western weddings but often make mistakes when encountering wedding scenarios in other regions.

extracted from movies or TV series primarily in
on the images from Western and non-Western reWestern regions. GD-VCR includes 328 images, gions is large on the scenarios involving regional
which are mainly sourced from movies and TV se- characteristics, such as weddings, religion and fesries in East Asian, South Asian, African, and West- tivals. We also discover that the disparity is related
ern countries. The images are paired with 886 QA
to the reasoning difficulty of QA pairs. On the QA
pairs, which need to be answered with geo-diverse
pairs only requiring basic visual recognition, e.g.,
commonsense and thorough understanding of the “What’s [person3] wearing? [person3] is wearimages. An example is given in Figure 1. GD-VCR
ing a suit.”, the model achieves relatively similar
benchmark addresses geo-diverse commonsense, performance over the four regions; however, the
such as “What are [person1] and [person2] par- gap enlarges when the questions involve higherticipating?”. With the help of these questions, it
level reasoning with commonsense and rich visual
can manifest how models behave differently and re- contexts.
veal potential issues with geographical bias in comBy presenting the GD-VCR benchmark, we call
monsense reasoning. GD-VCR is one of the first
upon the researchers to empower AI systems with
benchmarks to evaluate model’s reasoning ability
geo-diverse commonsense such that they are caon the task which requires geo-specific common- pable of conducting high-level reasoning on data
sense knowledge.
from different regions.
We first study how well a model trained on
VCR can generalize to questions involving geo- 2 Related Work
specific commonsense. Experimenting with two
Commonsense Reasoning Benchmarks. Repre-trained vision-and-language (V&L) models, Vi- cently, there has been an emergence of commonsualBERT (Li et al., 2019) and ViLBERT (Lu et al., sense reasoning benchmarks (Zellers et al., 2019;
2019), we observe that two models achieve 64%- Talmor et al., 2019; Sap et al., 2019; Zhou et al.,
68% accuracy over the QA pairs on images from
2019; Huang et al., 2019; Bhagavatula et al., 2020;
Western regions, while their accuracy on images
Bisk et al., 2020), which cover a great variety of
from East Asian region ranges around 45%-51%. commonsense knowledge including visual, social,
The significant performance disparity suggests that
physical, and temporal commonsense. However,
the commonsense learned in these models cannot
these commonsense benchmarks are mostly conbe generalized well across different regions.
structed by annotators from certain regions (e.g.,
We further investigate the reasons why the model
the US and UK) using specific languages (e.g., Enexhibits such disparity based on the results of Vi- glish). XCOPA (Ponti et al., 2020) and X-CSR (Lin
sualBERT. We first find that the performance gap
et al., 2021) are two multilingual benchmarks, but
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most samples in both benchmarks are simply translated from English and cannot reflect the regional
characteristics. Different from previous benchmarks, GD-VCR focuses on geo-diverse commonsense instead of viewing commonsense as a universal monolith.
Vision-and-Language Tasks. A long line of research seeks to build vision-and-language datasets
that test a model’s ability to understand the visual world and how it is grounded in natural language. The tasks take on various forms, such as
phrase grounding (Kazemzadeh et al., 2014; Plummer et al., 2015), visual question answering (Antol
et al., 2015; Goyal et al., 2017), and visual reasoning (Zellers et al., 2019; Suhr et al., 2019). To
solve these tasks, a wide range of visual grounding
skills are required. However, in existing tasks, little
consideration is taken into reasoning on the images
with regional characteristics.
Geographic Bias. Geographic bias is a serious issue that may cause harmful effects on certain groups of people. In computer vision, researchers (Shankar et al., 2017; de Vries et al.,
2019) find that most images from two large-scale
image datasets, ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) and
OpenImages (Krasin et al., 2017), are amerocentric
and eurocentric. When a model trained on these
datasets is applied to images from other regions, the
performance will drop drastically. There also exists
geographic bias in language technology. For example, it underlies natural language processing (Blodgett et al., 2016; Jurgens et al., 2017; Ghosh et al.,
2021) and automatic speech recognition (Tatman,
2017; Koenecke et al., 2020) models. Our work
seeks to reveal and test the geographic bias in the
visual commonsense reasoning task and models.

3

Benchmark Construction

3.1

Image Collection

In the image collection stage, we request annotators
to follow two principles:
Images with Regional Characteristics. In our
annotation instruction, we require that the collected
images should have representative scenarios containing cultural elements of the annotators’ regions.
We further recommend annotators choose scenarios that are ubiquitous but have specific characteristics across regions, e.g., wedding, funeral, festival,
religion events, etc. For the purpose of analysis,
during image collection, annotators are required
to write down keywords on each of their collected
images for categorization. For example, the keywords of the middle image in Figure 1 are labeled
as “wedding, soldier, bride, groom, couple, war,
countryside”.
Sources of Images. Follow the settings of the
original VCR dataset, we ask annotators to select
diverse and informative images by taking screenshots from movies, TV series, documentaries, and
movie trailers from websites including Youtube2 ,
BiliBili3 , IQIYI4 , etc. These videos usually include
various scenarios and rich contents containing a
large amount of actions and human interactions.
Note that our collected images from Western regions share the same source5 with those in the
original VCR development set. We use them as
a control set in the experiments. Details are in
Appendix A.1.
3.2

QA Pair Annotation

We recruit another batch of annotators who are
familiar with the culture in one of the four regions
to annotate QA pairs upon the collected images
in English. The annotation stage is divided into
two parts: 1) designing questions according to the
image contents; 2) annotating the correct answers
of the questions.
Following the pre-processing of the original
VCR dataset, we first apply the Mask R-CNN object detector6 to mark bounding boxes of objects in
each image, and the annotators can use the labels
(e.g., person, car, bowl, etc.) to design QA pairs.

To build a geo-diverse visual commonsense reasoning benchmark, we design a three-stage annotation
pipeline, following the original VCR dataset. 1) We
first ask annotators to collect images from movies
and TV series in Western, East Asian, South Asian,
and African countries. 2) We request annotators to
design questions and write down the right answers
2
according to the collected images. 3) We generwww.youtube.com/
3
www.bilibili.com/
ate answer candidates automatically and formulate
4
www.iqiyi.com/
multiple-choice questions. The overview of our
5
www.youtube.com/c/MOVIECLIPS/videos
6
pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2. We elaborate on
github.com/facebookresearch/
the three stages in the following.
detectron2. COCO-pretrained Mask R-CNN.
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Stage 1: Image Collection

Stage 2: QA Pair Annotation

Stage 3: Wrong Choice Generation

Object Detection

Wrong Choice Generation

Original
VCR
Choices

Keywords: wedding, soldier, bride, groom, couple, war,
countryside

......
QA Pair Annotation

Keywords: wedding, soldier, bride, groom, couple, war,
countryside

Image Collection

Question1: What is the relationship between [person1] and
[person2]?
A. [person1] is [person2]'s wife. (√)
B. [person1] is [person2]'s mother. (×)
C. [person1] works in [person2]'s family. (×)
D. She is playing game with [person1]. (×)

West
Africa
South Asia

Question2: What are [person1] and [person2]
participating in?
A. ...... (×)
B. They are in a wedding. (√)
C. ...... (×)
D. ...... (×)

East Asia

Keywords: wedding, soldier, bride, groom, couple, war,
countryside

Question1: What is the relationship between [person1] and
[person2]?
Answer1: [person1] is [person2]'s wife.

......

Question2: What are [person1] and [person2]
participating in?
Answer2: They are in a wedding.
Question3: ......
Answer3: ......

Figure 2: Overall annotation pipeline. It is divided into three stages: Stage 1 is to collect images with regional
characteristics; Stage 2 is to design QA pairs based on the detected objects; Stage 3 is to generate answer candidates
to complete the dataset with the help of the answer choices in the original VCR development set.

3.2.1

Designing Questions

Annotators are asked to design questions based on
the following three instructions.
Usage of the Detected Objects. Annotators are
requested to choose the named objects in the bounding boxes to construct questions. As shown in
Figure 1, annotators can design questions such as
“What is the relationship between [person1] and
[person2] ?”. This requirement is aligned with the
question design in the original VCR dataset.
High-Order Cognitive Questions. Following
the original VCR dataset, we ask annotators to
design high-order cognitive questions which require geo-specific commonsense knowledge and
visual understanding to be answered. Take the
rightmost image in Figure 1 as an example. “Why
is [person11] so happy?” is a qualified question
because people have to observe the surroundings including [person1] and [person2] ’s wearing and
others’ facial expression, and conclude that it is a
wedding. Moreover, [person1] is wearing a wedding dress and others are celebrating for her. Thus,
people can infer that [person11] is happy because

image context and commonsense knowledge, and
reason with multiple turns. A disqualified example of question is “What is [person3] wearing?”
in the left image of Figure 1. It is defined as a
low-order cognitive question because it can be directly answered by recognizing that the woman
is wearing a suit. This type of question does not
need commonsense reasoning based on the context
information.
Question Templates. Since models trained on
the original VCR dataset will be evaluated on GDVCR dataset, we attempt to eliminate the discrepancy of questions used between the original VCR
dev set and GD-VCR to mitigate the effect of different question formats. Hence, we ask annotators to
design questions by referring to the templates summarized from the original VCR development set.
To generate the templates, we first replace nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs of the questions in
VCR development set with their POS tags (e.g.,
NN, VB, JJ, etc.) labeled by NLTK7 , while keeping
question words such as “what”, “why” and “how”,
and auxiliary verbs like “is”, “do” and “have”. In
this way, we remove the terms associated with specific questions, while keeping the general patterns.

it is [person1] and [person2] ’s wedding. Overall, to answer this question, we need to combine the
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We then apply K-Means (MacQueen et al., 1967)
algorithm8 to the question patterns, and manually
summarize 17 templates, e.g., “What (n.) is sb.
v.+ing sth.?”, “What is sb.’s relationship with sb.?”.
Details of the clustering method and the list of
question templates are in Appendix A.2.
3.2.2 Annotating Correct Answers
Annotators are required to write down only the
right answer for the questions they designed. This
is to reduce annotation cost and avoid potential annotation artifacts (Zellers et al., 2019). We require
that the right answers to the questions should be
consistent with the image contents. However, we
remind annotators to avoid writing answers that are
too specific to the video plots because the answers
should be inferred without prior knowledge about
the plots. In addition, instead of writing named
entities or proper names specific to one region, annotators are required to use common expressions
in English. These instructions would help us maintain the difficulty of GD-VCR to a proper extent.
Finally, we invite 3 annotators from each QA pair’s
corresponding regions to validate the correctness of
each question and its answer. If 2 of them have an
agreement to approve a certain QA pair, we keep it
in the final dataset.
3.3

Answer Candidate Generation

In this stage, for each question, we generate
three wrong answer candidates (i.e., wrong answer
choices), to construct a 4-way multiple-choice QA
example. We follow the answer candidate generation algorithm in VCR (Zellers et al., 2019):
Answer Candidate Pool. Instead of generating
answer candidates from scratch by language models, we leverage the right choices in the original
VCR development set, and treat them as an answer
candidate pool. All the answer candidates of GDVCR are derived from this pool.

so that they would not be the right answer incidentally. Details of the candidate selection algorithm
are in Appendix B.2.
3.4

Dataset Statistics

Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the GD-VCR
benchmark and the original VCR development set.
Texts. We observe that the average lengths of
questions and answers in GD-VCR are similar to
those in the original VCR development set. Aside
from the text lengths, we also consider out-ofvocabulary (OOV) rate with respect to the original
VCR training set. This indicates how much unseen
knowledge (e.g., entities specific to certain region)
are involved in GD-VCR. As shown in Table 1,
we find that the OOV rate of the entire GD-VCR
dataset is 6.75%, while that of the original VCR
development set is 12.70%. This shows that GDVCR has a similar distribution of the vocabulary
with the original VCR dataset and the difficulty of
GD-VCR does not come from the vocabulary gap.
Images. The average number of the detected objects 10.18 is similar to that of the original VCR
development set. Moreover, since the objects mentioned in questions and answers are directly relevant to the reasoning process on each QA pair,
we consider statistics of the average number of the
relevant objects. The average number of relevant
objects in image in GD-VCR is 2.38, which nearly
equals that of the VCR development set.

4

Model Performance and Human
Evaluation over GD-VCR

We are interested in the following questions: 1)
Can a model trained on the original VCR dataset
(mostly Western scenarios) generalize well to solve
reasoning questions require commonsense specific
to other regions? 2) Do humans show similar trend
Answer Candidate Selection. The principles
when
dealing with questions require regional comfor selecting answer candidates from the pool are
monsense that they are not familiar with?
two-fold: 1) answer candidates should be relevant
Our experiments are conducted with two Visionto questions; 2) they should be dissimilar with the
right choice and other selected answer candidates, and-Language models VisualBERT (Li et al., 2019)
and ViLBERT (Lu et al., 2019). We fine-tuned
8
We concatenate the question words and the POS tags of
the two pre-trained models on the original VCR
all the other words (e.g., from “What is [person1] doing?”
training set and evaluate them on GD-VCR. All the
to “What VBZ NNP VBG?”). Then we use sentence representations of the converted sentences as real-valued vecexperimental results are the average of 3 runs with
tors in K-Means. The representations are obtained from
different seeds. Implementation details are listed
Sentence-Transformers (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) based
on RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019).
in Appendix C.
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Datasets

# Images

# QA Pairs

Avg. Len. of Ques.

Avg. Len. of Ans.

Avg. # Obj.

Avg. # Relevant Obj.

OOV Rate

Original VCR

9929

26534

6.77

7.67

10.34

2.39

12.70%

GD-VCR

328

886

7.38

7.68

10.18

2.38

6.75%

◦ West
◦ East Asia
◦ South Asia
◦ Africa

100
101
87
40

275
282
221
108

7.36
7.59
6.85
7.98

7.19
7.59
8.00
8.54

11.10
9.57
10.29
9.29

2.28
2.42
2.12
3.03

3.44%
4.50%
5.49%
7.34%

Table 1: Statistics of the GD-VCR benchmark. The top half of the table is the overall statistics of GD-VCR and
the original VCR development set. The bottom half includes the subsets of each region in GD-VCR.
Datasets

VisualBERT
Acc. Gap (West)

ViLBERT
Acc. Gap (West)

53.8∗

70.10

+5.73

69.84

+2.57

88.84

35.33

53.95

-10.42

59.99

-7.28

91.23
92.98
87.93
83.05

37.09
33.48
34.26
35.46

64.37
54.90
47.53
45.51

0.00
-9.43
-16.84
-18.86

67.27
63.57
59.73
50.18

0.00
-3.70
-7.54
-17.09

Human

Text-only BERT

-

GD-VCR
◦ West
◦ South Asia
◦ Africa
◦ East Asia

Original VCR

Table 2: Accuracy (%) on the subset of each region in GD-VCR and the original VCR development set. With
regard to Western regions, two models’ performance gap of the original VCR development set and other regions is
shown. We also report human’s accuracy (%) over each region subset. Annotators are from United Kingdom and
United States according to MTurk. ∗ denotes the reported result in Zellers et al. (2019).

4.1

Model Performance

We apply the two models on GD-VCR benchmark
to study how well the two models can generalize.
Results are shown in Table 2. Key observations are
summarized as follows:
Western vs. Non-Western Regions. We find
that the models perform significantly worse on the
images from non-Western regions. According to
VisualBERT’s results, we observe that the gap between Western and South Asian regions is 9.43%,
while it greatly amplifies to 16.84% and 18.86%
when it comes to the comparison with African and
East Asian regions, respectively. These results reflect significant differences of models’ reasoning
ability on the examples from different regions.

performance gap over the images from Western and
non-Western regions shrinks when applying ViLBERT. However, the gap is still significant, ranging
from 3.70% to 17.09%.
Western v.s. Original VCR Dataset. We observe a performance gap around 2%-6% between
images from Western and the original VCR dataset.
We speculate that the gap is caused by one main
aspect: the requirements in the image collection
stage are slightly different. We expect to collect
images containing regional characteristics, including cultural elements like customs. It may add to
the complexity of the reasoning process as cultural
commonsense is needed. However, the gap is much
smaller compared with the gap between Western
and other regions.

VisualBERT vs. ViLBERT. We find that ViLBERT outperforms VisualBERT by 6.04% on GD- 4.2 Human Evaluation
Apart from the model performance, we investigate
VCR. We conjecture that the higher performance of
ViLBERT partly results from the pre-training data: how well human beings perform on GD-VCR. We
randomly select 40 QA pairs of each region, and
VisualBERT is pre-trained on COCO Captions
which includes 80K images (Chen et al., 2015), there are 160 QA pairs in total for evaluation. We
while ViLBERT’s pre-training data are from Con- recruit qualified annotators living in United Kingdom and United States from MTurk9 to accomplish
ceptual Captions containing 3.3M images (Sharma
the evaluation. Assuming them to be familiar with
et al., 2018). The larger coverage of image contents
9
may help ViLBERT generalize to the images with
The annotators should complete at least 1000 HITs, with
regional characteristics. It is also shown that the
an approval rate above 95%.
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Western culture, we are interested to see their performance on the examples from other regions.
Human evaluation results are shown in Table 2.
We notice that human performance is much better than models. More importantly, we observe
that the performance gap among regions is much
smaller than that of two V&L models. For example,
annotators from Western can achieve 87.93% accuracy on East Asian images, and the gap reduces
to 8.18% from 18.86% and 17.09%. It implies
that human beings are more capable of applying
their commonsense knowledge and transferring it
to the comprehension in geo-diverse settings, while
models are still far away from this level.

5

Analyses of Performance Disparity

As we observe large performance gaps between
Western and non-Western data in Section 4.1, in
this section, we inspect the pre-trained V&L model
to analyze the reasons behind such performance
disparity on two aspects, 1) regional differences of
scenarios and 2) reasoning level of QA pairs. We
analyze the VisualBERT model, since its performance gap is more evident.
5.1

Regional Differences of Scenarios

Fam

e
Brid

ily

nt

Stude

Festi

val

Par

ty
Restaurant

Groom Customer

Wedding Religion

Figure 3: Visualization of the performance gap on images of the same scenarios in Western and non-Western
regions. The larger the characters, the larger the performance gap over the scenarios. The red and blue words
are the scenarios whose performance gap is above and
below 8%, respectively. Detailed accuracy on these scenarios is shown in Appendix D.

Asia and South Asia, many customers would buy
things from the local merchants along the streets,
while in Western regions, customers typically shop
in supermarkets and restaurants. The visual discrepancy may result in errors on the “customer”
scenarios in GD-VCR.
On the other hand, for the scenarios such as
party, restaurant and student, the gap is only 0.42%,
1.29% and 1.12%, respectively. We notice that
these scenarios are more similar across regions. For
example, parties are related to actions like drinking,
dancing, and celebration, which are common and
take on similar visual forms across regions. Such
similarity may contribute to model’s high transfer
performance on “party”.

As shown in Figure 1, even the same scenarios
such as wedding can take different visual forms
across regions. Motivated by this, we investigate
how large the performance gap is when we apply
5.2 Reasoning Level of QA Pairs
VisualBERT to the images of the same scenarios
The QA pairs in GD-VCR are high-order cognitive
happening in different regions.
QA pairs, which require several reasoning steps to
We select the scenarios that frequently appear
in the annotated keyword set of GD-VCR. Specifi- be solved. For example, to infer that “ [person1]
cally, we choose the scenarios which appear at least
and [person2] are in a wedding” in the middle
10 times in not only Western images, but also the
image of Figure 1, human beings must first recogimages from any of the other regions. We visual- nize basic facts such as [person1] is wearing in
ize each scenario’s performance gap between the
red and her face is covered by a red cloth. Only
images from Western and non-Western regions in
by combining the recognized facts and regional
Figure 3. The scenarios whose gap is above 8% are
commonsense can human make correct predictions.
colored in red; otherwise, they are labeled by blue. Therefore, the model’s failure on these high-order
As shown in Figure 3, we find that on the sce- cognitive QA pairs from non-Western regions may
be attributed to two reasons: 1) the model fails to
narios which often contain regional characteristics
recognize the basic facts from the image, 2) or the
(e.g., wedding, religion, festival), the performance
model succeeds on the basic facts but fails eventugap is much larger, from 8.28% to 23.69%. One
interesting finding is that, aside from festival, wed- ally due to lack of geo-specific commonsense.
ding and religion, which are generally considered
To determine at which stage the model fails to
to be different across regions, the gap is consider- generalize, we aim to answer the following two
ably large over the scenarios involving customers. questions: Q1. Can the model perform similarly on
We speculate that it is also due to regional character- recognizing basic visual information in the images
istics. As shown in Figure 5 of Appendix F, in East
from different regions? Q2. Is the performance
2121

Regions
West
South Asia
East Asia
Africa

Low-order
Acc. (Low) Gap (West)
65.15
54.37
58.74
56.06

0.00
-10.78
-6.41
-9.09

High-order
Acc. (High) Gap (West)
66.60
52.37
50.47
40.35

0.00
-14.23
-16.13
-26.25

|Low − High|
1.45
2.00
8.27
15.71

Table 3: VisualBERT’s accuracy (%) on low-order and high-order cognitive QA pairs. “Gap (West)” denotes
performance gap over the QA pairs of images from Western and non-Western regions. “|Low − High|” denotes
the performance gap between low-order and high-order cognitive QA pairs from the same regions.

disparity attributed to the failure of understanding
more advanced or basic visual information?
According to the standard of reasoning level discrimination mentioned in Section 3.2.1, we categorize QA pairs into two types: low-order and
high-order cognitive QA pairs. Low-order cognitive QA pairs correspond to the inquiry on basic
visual information, while high-order QA pairs involve more advanced information. Our analysis is
mainly concerned with the two types of QA pairs.

ter where the images are from.
Q2. Is the performance disparity attributed to
understanding on more advanced or basic visual information? We analyze the performance
over low-order and high-order cognitive QA pairs.
For a fair comparison, both types of QA pairs share
the same images.
Results are shown in Table 3. We observe that
VisualBERT’s performance over low-order cognitive QA pairs is higher than that over high-order
QA pairs on images from East Asia, South Asia,
and Africa. Especially, on the images from African
regions, the performance gap between these two
types of QA pairs is 15.71%.
Furthermore, from Table 3, we notice that
the performance gap between Western and nonWestern regions on high-order cognitive QA pairs
is much larger than that on low-order QA pairs.
For the images from East Asian regions, the performance gap with regard to Western regions on
low-order pairs is 6.41%. The gap amplifies to
16.13% when VisualBERT is applied to high-order
QA pairs. For African images, the gap changes
rapidly from 9.09% to 26.25%. These results show
that VisualBERT trained on VCR lacks the ability to perform complex reasoning on the scenarios in non-Western regions. We hope our findings
could inspire future work to model high-level reasoning process better with geo-diverse commonsense knowledge in commonsense reasoning tasks.

Q1. Can model perform similarly on understanding basic visual information across regions? We evaluate model’s performance on loworder cognitive QA pairs to analyze this aspect.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, GD-VCR is composed of high-order cognitive QA pairs but without
low-order pairs. Therefore, we additionally annotate low-order cognitive QA pairs on the images
of GD-VCR. Specifically, we randomly select 30
images per region and design low-order QA pairs
based on these selected images. Finally, we collect 22 QA pairs on Western images, 26 on East
Asian images, 16 on South Asian images, and 22
on African images.
Results are shown in Table 3. We observe that
the performance over the low-order cognitive QA
pairs is all around 60% for the four regions. Performance over Western images is still the highest
among the four regions. But note that the performance gap between the images from Western and
non-Western regions is not so large as the overall
6 Conclusion
gap shown in Table 2. For example, the overall
performance gap between East Asia and Western
We propose a new benchmark, GD-VCR, for evalis around 19%, but it decreases to 6.41% when
uating V&L models’ reasoning ability on the QA
the model deals with simpler situations. It demon- pairs involving geo-diverse commonsense knowlstrates that, when encountering the QA pairs focus- edge. Experimental results show that the V&L
ing on simple recognition, VisualBERT can narrow
models cannot generalize well to the images redown the gap on the images from different regions. garding the regional characteristics of non-Western
In other words, VisualBERT shows more similar
regions. Based on VisualBERT’s results, we find
ability to process basic visual information, no mat- that 1) the scenarios such as wedding, religion and
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festival, which require geo-diverse commonsense
knowledge to be understood, and 2) the reasoning
difficulty of QA pairs are highly associated with
the performance disparity. For broader impact, we
hope that the GD-VCR benchmark could broaden
researchers’ vision on the scope of commonsense
reasoning field and motivate researchers to build
better commonsense reasoning systems with more
inclusive consideration.
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annotations on the images from East Asian regions
are partly done by the authors of this work.
Potential Problems. Although we have considered the potential geographic bias in the benchmark construction process, GD-VCR may still contain unwanted bias. First, due to the resource constraints, GD-VCR dataset is unable to cover diverse
regional characteristics at once. For instance, we do
not take Southeast Asian, Arabic and Latin American regions into account. Moreover, even groups
in the same region may have different beliefs. For
the regions like Africa, the regional differences between West Africa, East Africa, and North Africa
are evident. However, in GD-VCR, the images
from Africa are mainly sourced from East Africa.
It inevitably introduces geographic bias into our
benchmark. More fine-grained analysis should be
conducted to scale up this study, especially before
the visual commonsense reasoning model is used
in the commercial product.
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A
A.1

Additional Details of Annotation
Pipeline
Image Collection

In addition to the requirements mentioned in Section 3.1, we have additional requirements on the
contents, quality, and sources of images. The image should have at least two people, and should
not be grainy and blurry. We require annotators to
choose movies, TV series, documentaries and trailers which are free to access and do not have copyright issues. Together with the images and their
keywords, we also collect video names, screenshot
timestamps, and the links of videos. It is to help
the annotators in later stages better understand the
image contents with video contexts.
A.2

QA Pair Annotation

Question Template List. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we recommend annotators to design questions based on question templates. The template
list is shown in Table 5. For clustering methods to
summarize templates, we use K-Means algorithm
to cluster similar question patterns. Specifically,
the maximum number of clusters is at most 20 clusters. The algorithm will automatically stop until
the 200-th iteration.
Other Annotation Details. To pursue diversity
of question types, we require annotators to design
questions via different question templates. Besides,
we ask annotators to avoid annotating too simple
answers, such as “yes” and “no”.

B
B.1

Details of Answer Candidate
Generation Algorithm
Relevance Model

vant with a question or not. The relevance score is
the probability of being relevant pairs.
B.2

Pseudo Code of Answer Candidate
Generation Algorithm

Algorithm 1 Answer Candidate Generation Alg.
Input: Question Q = {q1 , q2 , ..., qn }, the question’s right
answer Corr = {c1 , c2 , ..., cn }, answer candidate pool
A = {A1 , A2 , ..., Am }, relevance model Rel, similarity
model Sim. qi and ci indicate tokens.
Output: The whole set of four answer choices ansList of
the given question Q, including one right choice Corr and
three answer candidates W1 , W2 , and W3 .
1: Initialization: ansList ← {Corr}.
2: for t = 1, 2, 3 do
3:
for each Ai in Ab(t−1)× m
c+1:bt× m
c do
3
3
4:
Initialization: score ← 0, minscore ← +∞.
5:
if Rel(Q, Ai ) ≥ 0.9 then
6:
for each ansListi in ansList do
7:
similarity ← Sim(ansListi , Ai )
8:
if similarity ≤ 0.2 then
9:
score ← score + similarity
10:
else
11:
score ← score + 10
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
if score < minscore then
15:
minscore ← score
16:
Wt ← Ai
17:
end if
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
ansList ← ansList ∪ {Wt }
21: end for
22: return ansList

The pseudo code of the algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1. The two principles for selecting answer candidates are as follows: for each
QA pair, 1) they should be relevant with the
questions; 2) they should not be similar with
the right choices and the selected answer candidates. The model that computes similarity
is the “stsb-roberta-base” model (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019) from github.com/UKPLab/
sentence-transformers.

Relevance model is to evaluate the relevance score
between questions and answers. Higher relevance
scores indicate that the answers are more relevant
with the questions. We train the relevance model
C Implementation Details of Fine-tuning
based on pre-trained BERT-base parameters (Wolf
VisualBERT and ViLBERT
et al., 2020). Specifically, the training data are all
Following VisualBERT (135.07M parameters) confrom the original VCR training set and composed
figuration on VCR13 , we directly use the model preby relevant and irrelevant QA pairs. The relevant
trained on COCO (Chen et al., 2015) and original
QA pairs are the ones consisting of questions and
VCR training set. The experiments of ViLBERT14
their corresponding right answers; the irrelevant
pairs are the ones consisting of questions and ran- (252.15M parameters) is based on the model pretrained on Conceptual Captions (Sharma et al.,
dom answers sampled from the whole set of answer
13
choices. We build a binary classifier upon these
github.com/uclanlp/visualbert
14
training data to classify whether an answer is relegithub.com/jiasenlu/vilbert_beta
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Regions
West
Other Regions

Wedding

Festival

Religion

Bride

Groom

Restaurant

Family

Student

Customer

Party

62.22
50.00

68.89
60.61

58.33
46.21

66.67
52.78

69.14
45.45

61.90
60.61

59.26
47.27

61.54
60.42

66.67
44.44

55.83
56.25

Table 4: Accuracy (%) on the images involving the same scenarios from different regions.

Question Templates
1. What did sb. (just) v.?
2. What did sb do when/before/as CLAUSE?
3. What (n.) is sb. v.+ing prep. PHRASE?
4. What (n.) is sb. v.+ing?
5. What is sb.’s job/occupation?
6. What is sb.’s relationship with sb.?
7. Why is sb. v.+ing sth. CLAUSE?
8. Why is sb. adj.?
9. Why is sb. here?
10. Why is sb. acting adv.?
11. How does sb. feel/look?
12. Where are sb. (v.+ing)?
13. What will sb v. next/is about to do?
14. What will sb v. when/after CLAUSE?
15. What will sb v. (if) CLAUSE?
16. Where will sb. go?
17. Where was sb. previously?

Table 5: Question template list summarized from the
original VCR development set.

Figure 4: Statistics of keyword occurrences. “Others”
denotes the average occurrences of the keywords appearing less than 20 times.
Regions/Datasets

2018) and original VCR training set. Both models are then fine-tuned for 8 epochs on 4 NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs, with learning rate
2e − 5. The batch size of VisualBERT and ViLBERT is 32 and 16, and fine-tuning one epoch with
VisualBERT and ViLBERT costs 5.28 and 6.75
hours, respectively. For both models, we choose
the epoch which performs the best on the original
VCR development set among 8 epochs.

D

Accuracy on the QA Pairs Involving
Specific Scenarios

Original VCR
Other Regions

Wedding

Funeral

Servant

71.78
50.00

55.00
30.25

59.72
48.81

Table 6: Accuracy (%) on the images involving the
same scenarios from the original VCR dataset and nonWestern regions from GD-VCR dataset, respectively.

E

Keywords in GD-VCR Dataset

Figure 4 shows the overall statistics of keyword
occurrences in GD-VCR benchmark. There are
693 keywords in total, showing the diversity of the
scenarios covered by GD-VCR dataset. Besides,
we observe that the keywords whose corresponding
scenarios have evident regional differences, such
as “wedding”, “religion”, “groom”, “bride”, appear
frequently in GD-VCR.

Table 4 shows VisualBERT’s accuracy of the QA
pairs involving specific scenarios depicted in Figure 3. Besides the study on GD-VCR, we also make
comparison between model performance on GDF More Examples in GD-VCR Dataset
VCR and the original VCR development set. We
select the scenarios frequently appearing in both
In this section, we showcase several examples of
GD-VCR and the original VCR development set.
GD-VCR in detail. Aside from the images about
Results are shown in Table 6. We observe that on
“wedding” in Figure 1, we manifest the images rethe images involving scenarios such as funeral, Vigarding to “customer” and “funeral” from the four
sualBERT’s performance gap is nearly 25%, which
regions we study. In Figure 5 and Figure 6, we
is considerably large. The results further demoncan observe the regional characteristics from the
strate that the model is still incapable of tackling
selected images. Furthermore, we visualize Visualthe QA pairs which are involving cultural differBERT’s prediction on each QA pair.
ences behind scenarios well.
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East Asia

West

Question: What is [person3] doing?

Question: Where are [person1] and [person3]?
- A. They are in a fast food restaurant.
- B. They are at a wake.
- C. They are on a family vacation.
- D. They are at a school.

12.42%
33.44%
42.31%
11.83%

- A. [person3] is making breakfast.
- B. [person3] is listening to [person3] tell a story.
- C. Working on a computer.
- D. [person3] is taking an order.

44.21%
23.41%
29.12%
3.26%

South Asia
Question: Where is [person4]?
- A. At a food market.
- B. He attends a prep school.
- C. She is at work.
- D. This is the inside of a saloon.

1.14%
4.08%
3.11%
94.75%

Figure 5: Examples of the images regarding “customer”. Left-to-right order: Western, South Asia, East Asia. We
visualize the prediction of the VisualBERT model fine-tuned on the original VCR training set. The blue blocks
denote the right answer choices. If red block appears, it means that VisualBERT wrongly predict the answer. The
rightmost value indicates the probability of the corresponding choices being selected by VisualBERT.
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West

East Asia
Question: Why is [person19] here?

Question: Why does [person1] come here?
- A. [person1] can't believe his friend's death and
wants to apologize.
- B. [person1] is [person1]'s job to serve food to the guests.
- C. [person1] wants to get a picture of [person1].
- D. [person1] is on vacation.

- A. [person19]'s father is dead and [person19] is
mourning him.
- B. Trying to listen to [person19] talk.
- C. [person19] need to investigate graveyards
at night.
- D. [person19] might be a zoo employee.

72.69%
10.28%
0.34%
16.70%

48.38%
0.99%
17.90%

Africa

South Asia

Question: Why is [person2] crying?

Question: Why are [person3] and [person5] so sad?
- A. Because the cremated body is their friend.
- B. They are avoiding the other people at the party.
- C. They are scared and worried for their lives thinking of
what they leave behind.
- D. They just got their food and are happy that they are
finally getting a break from classes and eat something.

32.73%

- A. Because [person2] wants to show sympathy to
[person1] and [person3].
- B. [person2] hurt [person1] and [person3]'s hand..
- C. [person2] is doing some kind of medical procedure to
[person1] and [person3].
- D. A meeting of business people has just found out some bad news
that affect [person2].

18.54%
24.23%
58.98%
0.95%

84.49%
0.00%
13.41%
2.10%

Figure 6: Examples of the images regarding “funeral” or “death”. Left-to-right order in the first row: Western,
East Asia; Left-to-right order in the second row: South Asia, Africa.
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